
The TRIZ Crossover QMS mobile application enables the application of TRIZ tools and 
techniques in the world of quality management. It was developed to improve the 
creativity of managers and Quality practitioners. Business and management 
innovation has always been among the most crucial drivers of success, but today 
innovation is essential for competitiveness in global markets. We strongly believe that 
creativity leads to the innovation required to improve our systems, processes, 
products/services and technology. Today TRIZ is recognized as one of best tools for 
problem-solving – especially ones that require innovative solutions for system 
evolution prediction and discovering new approaches with minimal consumption of 
resources. This application provides a selection of powerful solution techniques, 
while the Instructions for Use manual provides basic TRIZ fundamentals and 
analytical methods that creates a new mindset needed to enable the practitioner to 
improve Quality and other management systems. 
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The front page has five buttons: 
a) Start button will open menu 1 to select resources of the TRIZ×QMS application 
b) Instructions for use will give you locations of instructions for use manuals 
c) Product feedback button is intended for communication with authors. 
d) Disclaimer button will give you an information about providers responsibilities. 
e) References button will give you additional useful information  to help you 

understand and use TRIZ tools for your advantage. 
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When pressing the START button the MENU screen will appear showing possible 
selections: 
 
a) 40 inventive principles 
b) 4 separation principles 
c) 7-step inventive problem-solving algorithm 
d) 8-step system evolution algorithm 
e) 4 sets of improvement inventive principles 
f) 39×39 contradiction matrix 
 
Follow the selected algorithm and use the inventive and separation principles to 
determine the solution you are looking for according to the instructions in various 
steps of the selected algorithm. Four sets of inventive principles are selected for fast-
track improvement according to S. Fayer who recommends 4 groups of problems 
where the inventive principles can be related to: substances, harmful factors, increase 
in effectiveness and ideality, and using scientific effects. The Contradiction Matrix or 
Altshuller Matrix suggests Inventive Principles to solve contradictions arising while 
trying to improve a feature of any product, process or system.  
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There are only 40 inventive principles which account for all solutions to 
contradictions. We can consider these inventive principles as a table of elements 
(similar to Mendeleev’s tabular arrangement of the chemical elements) from which 
we can comprise the solution to our contradictory problem. 
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Pressing the first button will give you 40 icons representing each of inventive 
principles. These inventive principles will be used to solve all contradictions (technical 
and physical).  
 
For more detail explanation on how to use TRIZ tools, see e-book TETRIS at 
www.tetris-project.org . This book has been developed in the frame of the TETRIS 
project funded by the European Commission—Leonardo da Vinci Programme by 
authors: Gaetano Cascini (University of Florence), Francesco Saverio Frillici (University 
of Florence), Jürgen Jantschgi (Fachhochschule Kärnten) Igor Kaikov (EIFER), Nikolai 
Khomenko.  
 
The Usage of the Inventive Principles 
In general there are two methods to apply the 40 Inventive Principles during the 
problem solving process: 
 
• The simplest method is what we can call familiarization of the principles. Here we 
are 
trying to apply each of the principles or their combinations to solving the technical 
contradiction 
in the specific problem. 
(Note: this is just a suggestion for getting acquaintance with the inventive principles, 
because 
it doesn’t fit with the main purpose of Altshullers work , i.e. avoiding trial and errors) 
 
• The second way is the formulation of a technical contradiction and utilization of 
Altshuller’s 
Matrix in order to get a set of recommended principles for solving your problem. 
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Inventive principles are resources to be used for solving both physical and technical 
contradictions. Each inventive principle is then represented with description of 
various tools that can be used  for implementation of inventive principle in a field of 
quality management.  
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To scan all inventive principles drag your finger in up/down direction.  
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To display additional information about inventive principle, tap on selected icon and 
an illustration will appear showing one of possible options for implementation of 
selected inventive principles. To display more options tap once on the picture and the 
textual information will appear listing various options. 
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Tap once on the selected icon and the illustration of inventive principle will appear on 
the screen that will give you a general idea of how to use inventive principle. 
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The illustration with subtitles will give you a general idea of how to implement the 
inventive principle. Four buttons on the top of the screen corresponds to separation 
principles. Separation principles highlighted in yellow indicate which separation 
principle can be implemented by using this inventive principle.  
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The 40 Inventive Principles are combined with the Quality management tools and 
concepts to overcome the psychological inertia and inspire people for finding 
solutions concerning products, services, processes, systems and technology. 
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This is an example of  Quality management tools and concepts that can be used to 
implement inventive principle 24 INTERMADIARY. 
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When thinking of ideas to solve the problem we can browse through all 40 inventive 
principles by touching the screen and swiping finger horizontally… 
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…until we came across inventive principle that can lead us to solution. 
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TRIZ uses separation principles to resolve physical contradictions (conflict within a 
parameter itself). 
 
In this application  we are going to use these four separation principles:  
1. Separation in time 
2. Separation in space 
3. Separation between condition 
4. Separation between parts and a whole. 
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When we determine which separation principle can be used to solve physical 
contradiction, then we must find a way how to do this. Each separation principle 
offers a selection of inventive principles which help us to overcome particular physical 
contradiction. These inventive principles are listed at the top of the screen. Pressing 
the circle with n in the middle will give us selection of inventive principles highlighted 
in yellow. 
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Group moderator should be a person familiar with TRIZ tools (preferably Six Sigma 
Black Belt or TRIZ expert who can explain TRIZ philosophies and tools). Other group 
members could be managers or SME (Subject Matter Experts without extensive TRIZ 
knowledge). 
 
First we have to ensure that the problem is adequately described so that all 
participants will know what is the goal of brainstorming process. 
 
Using TRIZ tools during brainstorming session will greatly improve group’s creativity. 
All findings will be considered as s result of group effort thus eliminating the NIH (Not 
Invented Here) syndrome. Inventive principles are used as trigger information that 
will serer group thinking process to generate ideas of using particular inventive 
principle for solving a problem. 
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The main goal of this step is to formulate a problem in a way that everybody in a 
group understands what is the problem and to gather the information that the 
group might need when seeking solution to a problem. 

a) Primary function, benefit, inputs and outputs are documented in Quality manual 
b) Problem should be described with factual data retrieved from various files: audit 

findings, nonconformities, customer’s complaints, returned goods, corrective 
actions, FMEA analysis, preventive actions … 

c) Other data pertinent to a problem can be retrieved form balance sheets, ERP or 
similar system … 

d) System components are processes and process components are activities. This 
information is described in process description documents and work instructions. 

e) Model of the system can be organizational chart, relations diagram, flow chart, 
workflow … 
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Identifying, understanding and resolving contradictions within a system is a powerful 
way to improve that system. 
In this application we used the OTSM model [1] of a contradiction: 
This system of contradictions is based on the existence of a physical contradiction and 
two technical contradictions. These technical contradictions justify the need of the 
two different states of the physical contradiction. 
The two technical contradictions are complementary as they correspond to the 
increasing of the first evaluation parameter that implies the decreasing of the second 
evaluation parameter. And of the increasing of the second that implies the decreasing 
of the first. 
The two evaluation parameters of the technical contradictions are defined as taking 
part in describing the objective, whereas the control parameter of the physical 
contradiction is a mean to make the situation change. 
 
1. Reference: Gaetano Cascini, Francesco Saverio Frillici, Jürgen Jantschgi, Igor Kaikov, 
Nikolai Khomenko, TETRIS Teaching TRIZ at School,  www.tetris-project.org  
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The ideal final result (IFR) describes a solution to a problem free of any mechanisms 
or constraints from the original problem or issue. It represents an ideal end-state 
allowing breakthrough solution by discouraging settling for less than ideal solutions. 
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We can use 40 inventive principles to solve both technical and physical 
contradictions. As shown on the flowchart we have two different  routes to 
determine the relevant inventive principle.  
A. 
If we are dealing with technical problem, we can use contradiction matrix. An 
example on how to solve technical problems in Quality Management is shown in an 
article “Root Conflict Analysis (RCA+): Structured Problems and Contradictions 
Mapping” by Valeri Souchkow at 
http://www.xtriz.com/RootConflictAnalysisIntroduction.pdf  . 
 
B. 
If we are dealing with management problems, contradiction matrix is not an 
apropriate tool. We have to brainstorm all 40 inventive principles for solution. An 
example of how to prepare a strategy for survival in a modern world of total 
globalization has been described by Gennasy Retseptor in an article “40 Business 
Survival Imperatives” at http://www.metodolog.ru/triz-
journal/archives/2008/09/04/index.html . 
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If we are dealing with technical contradiction, we might scan 40 inventive principles 
in a brainstorming process when thinking of ideas to solve the problem. Scanning al 
40 inventive principles might be time consuming task. Another possibility might be to 
use TRIZ contradiction table to identify a subset of the inventive principles in advance 
of the brainstorming session. The group can brainstorm the application of suggested 
inventive principles to the problem under discussion.  
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If we are dealing with physical contradiction, we use separation principles first and 
then determine which inventive principle to use in order to implement separation 
principle. Each card with separation principles contains list of inventive principles that 
can be used to implement required separation principle. By taping the circle, the list 
of all inventive principles appears highlighted in yellow.  
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Innovation of systems is not always a result of contradiction resolution. Inventions 
should be complying with evolutionary patterns and trends in technology 
development and market needs. TRIZ as a tool can be used to direct system evolution 
toward developing of products/services and technologies in direction of highest 
possible value for a customer, where value is determined by ideality.  
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Ideality is considered as a sum of useful functions divided by sum of harmful 
functions and costs. 
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If there are any contradictions detected in a system, they should be resolved first. 
Result will be system of higher quality. 
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If there are any contradictions detected in a system, they should be resolved first. 
Result will be system of higher quality. 
Example above shows that customers should be present during certain activities and 
should not be present during other activities. For that reason the project manager is 
introduced who communicate with customers and his/hers authorities is to define 
WHAT and WHEN certain activities should be performed, while department manager 
will keep authorities for assigning teams (WHO) to perform the activities and 
prescribe HOW the work should be done. 
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Where: 
Q = Quality  
E = Environment 
S = Safety 
En = Energy 
FS = Food Safety 
IS = Information Security  
MS= Management System procedures common to all management systems 
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